
At Simply Beauty we’re delighted to introduce the multi award winning Neals Yard
Remedies. Organic, ethically conscious, completely cruelty free and vegan, comprising
of the highest quality pure products.  Our company focus is on Ethical Beauty.

relax, refresh, renew

“Take a little 
you time with
the team at

Simply Beauty”

Simply Beauty 
Croft Holiday Parks, Reynalton, Kilgetty SA68 0PE  

01834 860315

Spa Packages
Let us plan the perfect gift or visit to us with our carefully
put together packages, saving you money and stress.
Celtic Freedom Package £70
The choice is yours… in this package you can choose two
30 minute treatments*/manicure/ pedicure giving you
control on how you want to spend your time with us.
Package includes a blissful swim followed by a 2 course
lunch from our £12.50 pp lunch menu at “Charlie’s”.
Celtic Unwind and Tea for Two £85
One to enjoy with that special someone in your life.
Whether that’s a close friend, partner or family member
you want to spend some special time with. You both get to
enjoy a 30 minute treatment* of your choice, a swim and
delicious Afternoon Tea at “Charlie’s”.
Celtic Ultimate Indulgence Package £90
The perfect pair for total paradise, an Organic Full
Indulgent Neals Yard Facial and Organic Neals Yard Full
Body Massage. This will make you or that special
somebody feel completely rejuvenated head to toe.
Treatments will take two hours.
Celtic Mind, Body and Soul Package £120
This luxuriously indulgent package includes a full body Hot
Stone/Bamboo Massage together with an Organic Full
Indulgent Neals Yard Facial all using Neals Yard products,
together with a blissful swim. Choose from either our 2 course
£12.50 pp lunch menu, or indulge in a delicious Afternoon
Tea with a glass of bubbly prosecco or Craft Gin in “Charlie’s”.
Treatments take 2 hours, plus swim and dining time.
Please note, some treatments may not be able to run
simultaneously, so allow an hour in total for treatments as
you both may need to take the pamper in turn, we suggest
a cosy coffee and book whilst you wait to indulge.
*does not include hot stone or bamboo massage
Please note, some treatments may not be able to run simultaneously so allow
an hour in total for treatments as you both may need to take the pamper in
turn, we suggest a cosy coffee and book whilst you wait to indulge.


